In this paper we generalize the construction of binary self-orthogonal codes obtained from weakly self-orthogonal designs described by Tonchev in [12] in order to obtain selforthogonal codes over an arbitrary field. We extend construction self-orthogonal codes from orbit matrices of self-orthogonal designs and weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs such that block size is odd and block intersection numbers are even described in [5] . Also, we generalize mentioned construction in order to obtain self-orthogonal codes over an arbitrary field. We construct weakly self-orthogonal designs invariant under an action of Mathieu group M 11 and, from them, binary self-orthogonal codes.
Introduction
Codes constructed from block designs ( [1] , [2] , [13] ) and from orbit matrices ( [4] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] ) have been extensively studied. In [12] , Tonchev described some extensions of incidence matrices of a block design which define self-orthogonal binary codes and in [5] authors study similar extensions of orbit matrices and submatrices of orbit matrices of 1-design in order to construct binary self-orthogonal codes from the simple group He. In [7] authors construct self-dual codes over finite fields by extending incidence matrices and orbit matrices of a block designs. In [3] proved that all G-invariant binary self-orthogonal codes are subcodes of the dual code of the code spanned by the sets of fixed points of involutions of G and they classify all M 11 -invariant binary self-dual codes.
An incidence structure D " pP, B, Iq, with point set P, block set B and incidence I is a t-pv, k, λq design, if |P| " v, every block B P B is incident with precisely k points, and every t distinct points are together incident with precisely λ blocks. An incidence matrix of a t-pv, k, λq design D with b blocks is a bˆv matrix M " rm i,j s, where m i,j " 1 if point P j is incident with block B i , and 0 otherwise. A t-pv, k, λq design is called weakly self-orthogonal if all the block intersection numbers have the same parity. A design is self-orthogonal if it is weakly self-orthogonal and if the block intersection numbers and the block size are even numbers.
An isomorphism from one design to other is a bijective mapping of points to points and blocks to blocks which preserves incidence. An isomorphism from a design D onto itself is called an automorphism of D. The set of all automorphisms of D forms its full automorphism group denoted by AutpDq.
The code C F pDq of the design D over the finite field F is the space spanned by the incidence vectors of the blocks over F. A code C over field of order q, length n, dimension 4. If D is such that k is odd and the block intersection numbers are odd, then the matrix rM, 1s, generates a binary self-orthogonal code.
Proof: [12] .
Previous theorem can be generalized to obtain self-orthogonal codes over finite field F q , where q is prime power.
Theorem 2 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design and let M be its bˆv incidence matrix. Let D be such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D.
1. If a " d " 0, than M generates a self-orthogonal code over F q .
2. If a " 0 and d ‰ 0, then the matrix r ? d¨I b , M, ?´d¨1 s generates a b-dimensional self-orthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise.
3. If a ‰ 0 and d " 0, then the matrix r ?´a¨I b , M s generates a b-dimensional selforthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´a is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise. If b " v, obtained code is self-dual. 4 . If a ‰ 0 and d ‰ 0, there are two cases:
(a) if a " d, then the matrix rM, ?´a¨1 s generates a self-orthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´a is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise, and (b) if a ‰ d, then the matrix r ? d´a¨I b , M, ?´d¨1 s generates a b-dimensional selforthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise. and
Aris¨Arjs " |B i X B j |´d " d´d (mod q) " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j. We conclude that A generates a self-orthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise. 1 3. Let A " r ?´a¨I b , M s. Then
Aris¨Aris "´a`k " 0 (mod q)
and
Aris¨Arjs " |B i X B j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j. We conclude that A generates a b-dimensional selforthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise. If b " v, dimension of a code is half of its length, so the code is self-dual.
(a) Let
A " rM, ?´a¨1 s. Then
Aris¨Aris " k´a " 0 (mod q)
Aris¨Arjs " |B i X B j |´a " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j. We conclude that A generates a self-orthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise.
Aris¨Aris " d´a`k´d " 0 (mod q)
Aris¨Arjs " |B i X B j |´d " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j. We conclude that A generates a b-dimensional selforthogonal code over F, where F " F q if´d is quadratic residue modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise.
Codes from orbit matrices of weakly self-orthogonal designs
Remark 3 Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design and G be an automorphism group of the design. Let v 1 " |V 1 |, . . . , v n " |V n | be the sizes of point orbits and b 1 " |B 1 |, . . . , b m " |B m | be the sizes of block orbits under the action of the group G. We define an orbit matrix under the action of G as mˆn matrix: » ---- where a i,j is the number of points of the orbit V j incident with a block of the orbit B i . It is easy to see that the orbit matrix is well defined and that k " ř n j"1 a i,j . For x P B s , by counting the incidence pairs pP, x 1 q such that x 1 P B t and P is incident with the block x, we obtain ř
Remark 4 Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D. Let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and block orbits of length b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m , and let O be an orbit matrix of a design D under the action of the group G. From previous remark, for x P B s and s ‰ t one concludes that
Similar, for x P B s one can conclude that b t w Orss¨Orss " ÿ
It follows that b s w Orss¨Orss " a`pb s´1 qd (mod q).
Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design and G an automorphism group of D acting with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length q ą 1, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length q. We define matrices OM 1 and OM 2 to be, respectively, the matrices » ----
where the columns 1, 2, . . . , f 1 correspond to the fixed points and the rows 1, 2, . . . , f 2 correspond to the fixed blocks. 
Codes from orbit matrices of self-orthogonal 1-designs
Theorem 6 Let D be a self-orthogonal 1-design and G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and block orbits of
Then the binary code spanned by the rows of orbit matrix of the design D (under the action of the group G) is a self-orthogonal code of length v w .
Proof: In [5] .
Using the following theorem, one can use orbit matrices of a self-orthogonal design to construct self-orthogonal codes over F q , where q is prime power.
Theorem 7 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be a 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " 0 (mod q) and |B i X B j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and m block orbits of length w. Then the binary linear code spanned by the rows of orbit matrix of the design D (under the action of the group G) is a self-orthogonal code over F q of length v w with dimension equal to rankO.
Proof: Let O be the orbit matrix of a design D under the action of G. Form Remark 4 it follows that Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod q), and Orss¨Orss " 0 (mod q), for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu.
Theorem 8 Let D be a self-orthogonal 1´pv, k, rq design and G be an automorphism group of D acting with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length 2, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length 2. Then
We generalize previous theorem to obtain self-orthogonal codes over F q , where q is a prime power.
Theorem 9 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be a 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " 0 (mod q) and |B i X B j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length q, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length q. Then 1. the linear code spanned by the matrix OM 1 is a self-orthogonal rf 1 , rankpOM1qs code over the field F q .
2. the linear code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is a self-orthogonal rn, rankpOM2qs code over the field F q .
Proof:
1. Since k " 0 (mod q), each block contains q¨α fixed points and since |B i XB j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, intersection of every two blocks contains q¨β fixed points. Therefore, it follows that the matrix OM 1 spans a self-orthogonal code over the field F q .
2. From Remark 5, for s ‰ t, since B t is block orbit of size q, it follows that
and for s " t it follows that
We conclude that OM 2rss¨OM 2rts " 0 (mod q), for s ‰ t and OM 2rss¨OM 2rss " 0 (mod q) and that the binary code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is self-orthogonal over the field F q .
3.2 Codes from orbit matrices of extended weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs with k even and odd block intersection numbers Theorem 10 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1-design such that k is even and the block intersection numbers are odd, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and block orbits of length b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m such that b i " 2 o¨b1 i , w " 2 u¨w1 , o ď u, 2 ffl b 1 i and 2 ffl w 1 for i P t1, . . . , mu. Let O be the orbit matrix of D under action of the group G. Orss¨Orts " 1 (mod 2), Orss¨Orss " 0 (mod 2), for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu, s ‰ t.
b) Since w, b 1 , . . . , b m are all even numbers and bt w "
mu, it follows from Remark 4 that
Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod 2), Orss¨Orss " 1 (mod 2), for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu.
Orss¨Orts is a positive integer from Remark 4, it follows that 2 | Orss¨Orts, for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu.
One can generalize previous theorem to construct a self-orthogonal code over F q , where q is a prime power. The following theorem describes the construction.
Theorem 11 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " 0 (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and m block orbits of length w and let O be the orbit matrix of D under action of the group G. a) If q | w, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r ?´d I m , Os is a self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if d is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, tha obtained code is self-dual. b) If q | w´1, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r ? wdI m , O, ?´w d1s is a self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if wd is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. c) If q ffl w and q ffl w´1, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r a wd´pw´1qdI m , O, ?´w d1s is a self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if´wd is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
Proof: It follows from Remark 4 that Orss¨Orts " wd (mod q), for s ‰ t and OrssÖ rss " pw´1qd (mod q).
a) If q | w, then Arss¨Arts " Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod q) and Arss¨Arss "´d`OrssÖ rss " 0 (mod q).
b) If q | w´1, then Arss¨Arts " Orss¨Orts´wd " 0 (mod q) and Arss¨Arss " wdÒ rss¨Orss´wd " 0 (mod q).
c) If q ffl w and q ffl w´1, then Arss¨Arts " Orss¨Orts´wd " 0 (mod q) and Arss¨Arss " wd´pw´1qd`Orss¨Orss´wd " 0 (mod q).
Theorem 12 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1´pv, k, rq design such that k is even and block intersection numbers are odd. Let G be an automorphism group of D acting with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length 2, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length 2. Then 1. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix rI f 2 , OM 1, 1s is a self-orthogonal code of length f 2`f1`1 and dimension f 2 , 2. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix rI m , OM 2s is a self-orthogonal code of length m`n and dimension m. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual.
1. Since k is even, each block contains even number of fixed points and since block intersection numbers are odd, intersection of every two blocks contains odd number of fixed points. Therefore, it follows that the matrix rI f 2 , OM 1, 1s spans a binary selforthogonal code.
2. For s ‰ t, since B t is block orbit of size 2, it follows form Remark 5 that
and for s " t,
We conclude that ř f 1`n j"f 1`1 a s,j a t,j " 0 (mod 2), for s ‰ t and ř f 1`n j"f 1`1 a s,j a s,j " 1 (mod 2) and that the binary code spanned by the matrix rI m , OM 2s is self-orthogonal. If m " n, dimension of the code is half of its length, so the code is self-dual.
Theorem 13 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " 0 (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length q, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length q. Then 1. linear code spanned by the matrix r ?´d¨I
2. linear code spanned by the matrix r a´p q´1qd¨I m , OM 2s is a self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if d is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual.
Proof:
1. Since k " 0 (mod q), each block contains q¨α fixed points and since |B i XB j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j,, intersection of every two blocks contains q¨β`d fixed points. Therefore, it follows that the matrix r ?´d¨I m , OM 1, ?´d¨1 s spans a selforthogonal code of length f 2`f1`1 over the field F.
For s
We conclude that OM 2rss¨OM 2rts " 0 (mod q), for s ‰ t and OM 2rss¨OM 2rss " pq´1qd (mod q) and that the binary code spanned by the matrix r a´p q´1qd¨I m , OM 2s is selforthogonal over the field F.
Codes from orbit matrices of extended weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs with k odd and even block intersection numbers
Theorem 14 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1-design such that k is odd and the block intersection numbers are even and G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and block orbits b Proof: In [5] .
Theorem 15 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and m block orbits of length w. Then the linear code spanned by the rows of matrix A " r ?´a I m , Os, where O is the orbit matrix of the design D (under the action of the group G), is a self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code over F, where F " F q if a is a square root modulo q, and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual.
Proof: From Remark 4 it follows that Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod q), and Orss¨Orss " a (mod q), so the rows of A " r ?´a I m , Os generates self-orthogonal code. If m " n, the dimension of the code is half of its length, so the code is self-dual.
Theorem 16 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1´pv, k, rq design such that k is odd and block intersection numbers are even. Let G be an automorphism group of D acting with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length 2, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length 2. Then 1. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix rI f 2 , OM 1s is a binary self-orthogonal code of length f 2`f1 and dimension f 2 ;
2. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix rI m , OM 2s is a self-orthogonal code of length m`n and dimension m.
Theorem 17 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length q, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length q. Then 1. the linear code spanned by the matrix r ?´a¨I f 2 , OM 1s is a self-orthogonal rf 2`f1 , f 2 s code over the field F, where F " F q if a is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
2. the linear code spanned by the matrix r ?´a¨I m , OM 2s is a self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if a is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual.
Proof:
1. Since k " a (mod q), each block contains q¨α`a fixed points and since |B i XB j | " 0 (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, intersection of every two blocks contains q¨β fixed points. Therefore, it follows that the matrix r ?´a¨I m , OM 1s spans a self-orthogonal code of length f 2`f1`1 over the field F.
2. For s ‰ t, since B t is block orbit of size q, it follows from Remark 5 that
We conclude that OM 2rss¨OM 2rts " 0 (mod q), for s ‰ t and OM 2rss¨OM 2rss " a (mod q) and that the binary code spanned by the matrix r ?´a¨I m , OM 2s is self-orthogonal over the field F.
Codes from orbit matrices of extended weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs with k odd and odd block intersection numbers
Theorem 18 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1-design such that k is odd and the block intersection numbers are odd and G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and block orbits of for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu. Since w, b 1 , . . . , b s are odd numbers, it follows that OrssÖ rts " 1 (mod 2) and Orss¨Orss " 1 (mod 2).
for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu. Since w 1 , b 1 1 , . . . , b 1 s are odd numbers, it follows that OrssÖ rts " 0 (mod 2) and Orss¨Orss " 0 (mod 2).
for all s, t P t1, . . . , mu and since b 1 s 2 u´o¨w1 Orss¨Orts has to be a positive integer, it follows that Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod 2) and Orss¨Orss " 0 (mod 2).
Theorem 19 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with n point orbits of length w and m block orbits of length w and let O be the orbit matrix of D under action of the group G.
• If a " d we differ two cases. a) If q | w, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix O is a self-orthogonal rm, rankOs code over the field F q .
b) If q ffl w, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " rO, ?´w d1s is a self-orthogonal rm`1, rankOs code over the field F, where F " F q if´a is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
• If a ‰ d, we differ three cases. a) If q | w, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r ? d´aI m , Os is a self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if d´a is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual. b) If q | w´1, then linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r ? wd´aI m , O, ?´d w1s is a self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if´wd is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. c) If q ffl w and q ffl w´1, then binary linear code spanned by the rows of the matrix A " r ? d´aI m , O, ?´w d1s is a self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code over the field F, where F " F q if´wd is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
Proof:
• If a " d, it follows form Remark 4 that Orss¨Orts " dw (mod q), for s, t P t1, . . . , mu.
It is now easy to see that O generates self-orthogonal code if q | w, and that A " rO, ?´d w1s generates self-orthogonal code otherwise.
• If a ‰ d, it follows from Remark 4 that Orss¨Orts " dw (mod q), for s ‰ t and Orss¨Orss " a´d`wd (mod q).
a) If q | w, then Orss¨Orts " 0 (mod q), and Orss¨Orts " a´d (mod q). The matrix r ? d´aI m , Os generates self-orthogonal rm`n, ms code. If m " n, dimension of the code is half of its length, so the code is self-dual. b) If q | w´1, then Orss¨Orts " wd (mod q), and Orss¨Orts " a (mod q). The matrix r ? wd´aI m , O, ?´w d10s generates self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code. c) If q ffl w and q ffl w´1, then Orss¨Orts " wd (mod q), and Orss¨Orts " a´d`wd (mod q). The matrix r ? d´aI m , O, ?´w d10s generates self-orthogonal rm`n`1, ms code.
Theorem 20 Let D be a weakly self-orthogonal 1´pv, k, rq design such that k is odd and block intersection numbers are odd. Let G be an automorphism group of D acting with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length 2, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length 2. Then 1. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix rOM 1, 1s is a self-orthogonal code of length f 1`1 and dimension rankpOM1q, 2. the binary linear code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is a self-orthogonal code of length n and dimension rankpOM2q.
1. Since k is odd, each block contains odd number of fixed points and since block intersection numbers are odd, intersection of every two blocks contains odd number of fixed points. Therefore, it follows that the matrix rOM 1, 1s spans a binary self-orthogonal code.
2. Let B t and B s be block orbits of size 2 under the action of the group G on the design. For s ‰ t, since B t is block orbit of size 2, it follows from Remark 5 that ÿ x 1 PBt |x X x 1 | " 2 (mod 2) " 0 (mod 2), and for s " t, it follows that
We conclude that ř f 1`n j"f 1`1 a s,j a t,j " 0 (mod 2), for s ‰ t and ř f 1`n j"f 1`1 a s,j a s,j " 0 (mod 2) and that the binary code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is self-orthogonal.
Theorem 21 Let q be prime power and F q a finite field of order q. Let D be 1´pv, k, rq design such that k " a (mod q) and |B i X B j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j, where B i and B j are two blocks of the design D, and let G be an automorphism group of the design which acts on D with f 1 fixed points and n point orbits of length q, and with f 2 fixed blocks and m block orbits of length q. Then
• If a " q, we differ two cases.
1. the linear code spanned by the matrix rOM 1, ?´a 1s is a self-orthogonal rf 11 , rankpOM1qs code over the field F, where F " F q if a is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
2. the linear code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is a self-orthogonal rn, rankpOM2qs code of length over the field F q .
• If a ‰ q, we differ two cases.
1. the linear code spanned by the matrix r ? a´d¨I f 2 , OM 1, ?´a 1s is a self-orthogonal rf 2`f1`1 , f 2 s code over the field F, where F " F q if d is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise.
the linear code spanned by the matrix r
? a´d¨I m , OM 2s is a self-orthogonal rmǹ , ms code over the field F, where F " F q if d is square root in F q , and F " F q 2 otherwise. If m " n, the obtained code is self-dual.
Proof:
1. Since k " a (mod q), each block contains q¨α`a fixed points and since |B i XB j | " d (mod q), for all i, j P t1, . . . , bu, i ‰ j,, intersection of every two blocks contains q¨β`d fixed points. Therefore, if a " d, it follows that the matrix rOM 1, ?´a 1s spans a selforthogonal rf 1`1 , rankpOM1qs code over the field F, and if a ‰ d, it follows that the matrix r ? d´a¨I f 2 , OM 1, ?´a 1s spans a self-orthogonal rf 2`f1`1 , f 2 s code over the field F.
2. For s ‰ t, since B t is block orbit of size q, it follows from Remark 5 that ÿ x 1 PBt |x X x 1 | " qd (mod q) " 0 (mod q), and for s " t it follows that
It follows that OM 2rss¨OM 2rts " 0 (mod q), for s ‰ t and OM 2rss¨OM 2rss " a´d (mod q). If a " d, then the code spanned by the matrix OM 2 is self-orthogonal rn, rankpOM2qs code over F q , and if a ‰ d, it follows that the code spanned by the matrix r ? d´aÏ m , OM 2s is self-orthogonal rnm`n, ns code over the field F. If m " n, dimension of the code is half of its length, so the code is self-dual.
Results
Theorem 22 Let G be a finite permutation group acting transitively on the set Ω of size n. Let α P Ω and ∆ "
then D " pΩ, Bq is 1´pn, |∆|, |Gα| |G ∆ | ř n i"1 |αG δ i |q design with m¨|Gα| |G ∆ | blocks.
Proof: In [6] .
Using this construction, we constructed 178 pairwise non-isomorphic weakly self-orthogonal Using Theorems 6,10,14 and 18, we constructed binary self-orthogonal codes from the orbit matrices of the weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs on less than 165 points (including). In order to construct the orbit matrices we determined orbits of all cyclic subgroups of prime order of the group M 11 acting with orbits of the same length. Using Theorem 8 and Theorem 16, we constructed binary self-orthogonal codes from the orbit matrices of the weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs on less than 165 points (including). In order to construct the orbit matrices we determined orbits of cyclic subgroup Z 2 of the group M 11 acting with orbits of lengths 1 and 2. Table 20 : Non-trivial binary pairwise non-equivalent self-orthogonal codes obtained from the orbit matrices of the weakly self-orthogonal 1-designs on 22 points using Theorem 16 (Case 3) C AutC or #AutC Design r20, 10, 2s 2 18¨34¨52¨7 1´p66, 1, 1q r56, 28, 2s 2 53¨313¨56¨74¨1 1 2¨1 3 2¨1 7¨19¨23 r20, 10, 2s ppE 2 5 : A6q : Z2qˆpppppZ2ˆD8q : Z2q : Z3q : Z2q : Z2q 1´p66, 21, 21q r56, 28, 4s 2 39¨35 r20, 10, 4s ppppZ2ˆD8q : Z2q : Z3q : Z2qˆppE 2 5 q : A6q : Z2q 1´p66, 45, 45q r20, 10, 4s 2 17¨34¨55¨7 65´p66, 65, 1q 
